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The atomic structure of Canine Parvovirus (CPV) was deter
mined with the use of phases calculated ab initio [Tsao eta/ .. 1992, 
Acta Cryst .. B48:75]. Ab initio phases were refined and.extended 
to 8 A and used to solve the positions of a heavy atoms for a single 
isomorphous replacement (SIR) structure solution. In retrospect. 
it was shown [Tsao et al., 1992, Acta Cryst. A48:293] that the 
phases could be extended from 8 to 3.25 A and that the virus struc
ture could have been determined ab initio without SIR. Similar 
approaches have since been used to determine the structures of 
<JlX174 [McKenna, eta/., 1992. Acta Cryst. B48:499] and Nu)V. 

With the advantage of phase refinement and extension using 
non-crystallographic symmetry of high redundancy (60-fold for 
CPV). crude cent1ic approximations can suffice for the initial start
ing phases at low resolution. Approximating the virus by a spher
ical shell of uniform densities for protein and nucleic acid, the 
sign of the molecular transform oscillates with the positions of 
nodes highly dependent on the choice of shell radii. Post mortem 
examination of successful and failed attempts show that it is criti
cal to have a self consistent set of phases in the resolution shell 
from which extension will take place. This means that the radii 
must be estimated to within ~ 1% of their true values (or be simi
larly consistent with an alternative Babinet solution). Although 
trial-and-enor may eventually give a suitable initial phasing mod
el, it is also possible to refine the radii and position of the spheri
cal shell model through optimization against low resolution am
plitudes from crsytallography or solution scattering [Chapman et 
aL 1992, Acta Cryst. A48:301]. 
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A program has been developed for exploring the use of ge
netic algorithms for macromolecular phasing. Genetic algorithms 
are powerful optimization techniques that borrow ideas from nat
ural evolution. Unlike normal optimization techniques, it deals with 
a set (population) of possible solutions and these are improved by 
combining (mating) pairs of solutions from the population. The 
choice of the pair of solutions to mate is govemed by the function 
value that one is trying to optimize (fitness function). The imple
mentation of a genetic algorithm for the crystallographic problem 
has been done by representing a set of carbon atoms on a three
dimensional grid. The fitness function includes contributions from 
the agreement between observed and calculated structure factors 
as well as conformity to the expected dist1ibution of atoms in a 
protein. One of the advantages of genetic algorithm is that it does 
not rely on gradients so that functions without de1ivatives can be 
included in the fitness function. The mating is done by a continu
ous crossover method that involves complete mixing and random 
separation of two sets of atoms. The number of atoms in common 
is monitored and the offsp1ing are penalized according to the de
gree of inbreeding. The entire process is rather computationally 
expensive and the program has been parallelized to run on 20 IBM 
RS6000 workstations linked together using PVM (parallel vi11ual 
machine). The method is being tested on the complex ofTEM-1 

beta-lactamase and beta-lactamase inhibitory protein (BLIP). The 
enzyme part of the structure ( 62%) had been solved by molecular 
replacement but it was not possible the locate the inhibitor. Densi
ty modification techniques have failed to improve the phases suf
ficiently to solve the remaining 38% of the structure. The structure 
was eventually resolved by molecular replacement and refined so 
that a set of 'conect' phases exists to monitor the progress of the 
genetic algorithm. 
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A method is presented for ab initio phasing of protein and 
peptide data sets at medium resolution; examples of phasing pep
tide data sets up to low resolution (ca. 4.5 Ang) will be presented. 
The optimization method consists primarily of solvent flattening 
and structure refinement (using Molecular Dynamics and Energy 
Minimization). To make structure refinement feasible for random 
starting models a force field is introduced that is applicable to loose 
and all equal atoms. Pseudo-energy potential functions (potentials 
of mean force) in this force field are derived from radial-distribu
tion functions of all non-hydrogen atoms as is observed in refined 
structures. Thus, the configuration of atoms is restrained towards 
atomic distributions of protein structures. Solvent flattening is 
applied to estimate the bulk solvent cont1ibution to the structure 
factors. This procedure has been tested for a few peptide data sets. 
The data was generously supplied by Dr Isabella Karle. In the tests 
the data were truncated to 2.5 Ang resolution, because data to atom
ic resolution is rarely available when a protein structure is being 
determined. The resulting models from these optimization show a 
conespondence at low resolution to the known structures. Analy
sis of the phase differences and map correlation coefficients ( w.r. t. 
the !mown answers) indicates that phase information up to approx. 
4.5 Ang is obtained. 
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The structure of a 64 residue scorpion toxin, which crystal
lizes in space group P2J2121, has been detennined ab initio at 0.96A 
using the SnB program. A total of 50,000 triples were generated 
from 5,000 phases and the value of Rmin clearly revealed a single 
solution amongst the 1619 trials, using 255 Shake-and-Bake cy
cles per randomly generated tiial structure. The number of resi
dues in the protein and the amino acid sequence were deliberately 
withheld from the Buffalo group; the only known information was 
that the protein was composed of approximately 500 atoms and 
contained 4 disulfide bonds. A very conservative initial starting 
model consisted of five fragments varying in length from 5 to 18 
residues for a total of 241 atoms. The entire structure was re
vealed following multiple cycles of Xplor refinement and Fourier 


